
Hydrogen bubbles
Electrolytic precipitation
Latex bubbles
Pearl Ex
Corn starch (diluted)
Glass or polystyrene microspheres

Want neutral buoyancy, but for very small 
particles viscous forces are high. Can use up 
to 100 µm particles. Good scatterers.

Particle Generation in Water

Hydrogen Bubbles

H2 bubbles
anode

3 ft max

O2 bubbles
cathode

large plate or pipe

Smallest H2 bubbles if wire is very thin. Bubbles 
= 1/2 to 1 wire diameter = 25 to 50 µm

Pine pollen
Rust (filtered)
Alumina

Tomorrow: Setup help 1:30 in EC Lobby

21.ParticleGenH20
Monday, April 19, 2010
2:14 PM
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MIT5.Electr
olytic_Tec...

Same circuitry as H2 bubbles, but 10VDC, 10 mA.  Much more reasonable 
requirements but….
Tracer is electrolytically precipitated oxide at anode, of anode material.
Metal often used = solder = tin+lead. Two heavy metals you don't want to 
put down the drain; needs 5 um filter.

= 1/2 to 1 wire diameter = 25 to 50 µm
Want small enough bubbles to track flow, and 
have a slow rise time, so < 100 µm needed.
Best if wire is platinum. Other wires oxidize, 
and don't provide a clean sheet of bubbles.

Minute paper: Why not use O2?

Need 50 - 70 VDC, 1 amp minimum.
For long wires (200 mm) need 250 V, 2 amps
Expensive power supply.

The water must conduct well.
Add salt. Some refs say sodium sulfate is 
better than sodium chloride, table salt.
Weak acid or base would also conduct, but 
may eat wire.

Too much salt = bigger bubbles

Pt wire, tight and smooth. Big bubbles form at 
kinks.

Probe.
Insulate

Any ions in the water are attracted to the 
electrodes, so material plates onto the 
electrodes, fouls the wire.
"Cleaning" = Reverse polarity briefly now and 
then for a few seconds

Electrolytic Precipitation Technique

Twice as much
diffusivity
relative solubility
surface tension
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http://www.egr.msu.edu/tmual/MTV.html

Latex Microbubbles. 
If too dense, can be 'cooked' to expand to neutral buoyancy

Very expensive! $100 for a few grams worth.

Molecular Tagging Velocimetry

Laser beam "uncages" dye along a beam line, 
which then deforms with the fluid:

flow in a tube

later:

Many beams
Can be quantified to measure
velocity field.

Dye is molecular, no seed problems.
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